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A flame surface density(FSD) model for closing the unresolved reaction source terms is developed
and implemented in a large eddy simulation(LES) of turbulent nonpremixed flame of wood
pyrolysis gas and air. In this model, the filtered reaction ratev̄a of speciesa is estimated as the

product of the consumption rate per unit surface areama and the filtered FSDS̄. This approach is
attractive since it decouples the complex chemical problemsmad from the description of the

turbulence combustion interactionsS̄d. A simplified computational methodology is derived for

filtered FSDS̄, which is approximated as the product of the conditional filtered gradient of mixture
fraction and the filtered probability density function. Two models for flamelet consumption ratema

are proposed to consider the effect of filtered scalar dissipation rate. The performance of these
models is assessed by direct numerical simulation(DNS) database where a laminar diffusion flame
interacts with a decaying homogeneous and isotropic turbulent flow field. The chemistry is modeled
by a four-step reduced mechanism that describes the oxidization process of gaseous fuel released
from high temperature pyrolysis of wood occurring in a wildland fire. Two-dimensional(2D) and
3D LES computations based on the FSD models are conducted for the same conditions as the DNS.
The comparative assessments confirm the applicability of the proposed FSD model to describe the
filtered reaction rate and the time evolution of temperature and species concentration in the turbulent
nonpremixed flame. ©2004 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1778371]

I. INTRODUCTION

Turbulent nonpremixed flame is an important ingredient
in many engineering applications such as energy production
and fire safety. In a “nonpremixed” regime, the fuel and oxi-
dizer are initially unmixed, and in order for chemical reac-
tion to take place, they must first mix together. The rates at
which fuel and oxidizer are consumed, and at which heat and
product species are produced, are controlled, to a large extent
by mixing. In most instances the flow in which the combus-
tion takes place is turbulent. Furthermore, the combustion
process itself is usually described by a very large system of
elementary chemical reactions. These chemical kinetic
mechanisms are often extremely stiff and involve hundreds
of chemical species. The governing equations describing the
chemical composition are closely coupled to those describing
the turbulent transport, and the chemical reaction rates are
nonlinear and strongly dependent on the instantaneous com-
position and temperature.

A significant role of direct numerical simulations(DNS)
of turbulent flames is to assess the importance of various
physical mechanisms such as transient, differential diffusion,
heat release, and curvature effects.1–4 In DNS, all of the rel-

evant flow and reactive scales are resolved and, therefore, no
closure model is needed. With current computer limitations,
however, DNS can only be applied to low Reynolds number
flows with relatively small range of scales, but those are
often insufficient in real flow and combustion problems.
Large eddy simulation(LES), which involves DNS of the
large-scale turbulence and modeling of the small-scale turbu-
lence, is regarded as a promising tool available today for
numerical simulation of turbulent flame.5–8 Nevertheless, a
difficulty occurs in developing subgrid scale(SGS) reaction
models for turbulent flame because the reaction region is
generally too thin to be resolved on the computational grid.
Several models have been proposed to achieve chemical clo-
sure, but many of these are still applicable to limited flow or
chemistry regimes.

One model of turbulent reactive flow that accounts for
real chemical kinetics is the laminar flamelet model.9 In
these models, chemical reactions are assumed to take place
along a flamelet interface that is thinner than the smallest
turbulent length scale. There has been considerable work on
this type of model for LES of nonpremixed combustion.10–12

Another means of closing the chemical source term is to
solve the transport equation for the joint probability density
function (PDF) of the composition vector.13 The use of PDF
for LES was suggested by several authors and has proven to
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be useful.14–16This is partly due to the distinct advantage of
PDF over moment methods that the effects of chemical re-
action appear in a closed form, although the mixing term in
the transport equations is unclosed and must be modeled.

Based on the conditional moment closure method,17,18 in
which the conditional average of the chemical source term
can be modeled by evaluating the chemical reaction rates
using the conditional averages of the composition vector and
temperature, a conditional source-term estimation method
was proposed to close the chemical source terms for LES of
nonpremixed reacting flows.19 The results obtained are in
reasonable agreement with available experimental data.

As an important aspect of turbulent reaction models,
several authors have proposed closure models of the reaction
rate term based on the flame surface density(FSD) concept.
These models also assume that chemical reactions occur in
thin layers called flamelets. This regime of combustion pre-
vails when the chemical time scales are smaller than the
turbulence time scales. From phenomenological consider-
ations, Marble and Broadwell20 first proposed the coherent
flame model to describe nonpremixed turbulent combustion,
in which the Reynolds averaged reaction ratekv̇la is mod-
eled as the product of the local reaction rate per unit of flame
area,ma, and the averaged FSDkSl (i.e., the available flame
surface per unit volume). This approach is attractive because
it decouples the chemical problemsmad from the description
of the turbulence combustion interaction(kSl).

In these models based on FSD concept, there are two
unknown parameters:ma andkSl. The estimates of these two
terms are equally important, and are the topic of the current
study. A local model provides the flamelet consumption rate
ma. This quantity is generally estimated from counterflow
strained laminar flame calculations. The mean FSD is esti-
mated from a phenomenological balance equation, first pro-
posed by Marble and Broadwell.20 Using the formalism pro-
posed by Pope,21 Vervisch et al.22 have obtained exact
transport equation for the isolevel surface density of any
quantity governed by a balance equation. The similarity be-
tween PDF and flame surface models was thus made evident.
Extending the displacement speed definition proposed by
Vervischet al.22 to nonpremixed combustion, an exact trans-
port equation has been obtained by Van Kalmthout and
Veynante23 for the diffusion flame surface density. Using
DNS of a spatially developing turbulent reacting mixing
layer, FSD concept was found to provide a relevant descrip-
tion for nonpremixed turbulent combustions.

Extending the FSD concept to LES of turbulent nonpre-
mixed flames, it is useful to examine the ability of spatially

filtered FSDS̄ to describe the filtered reaction ratev̄a, where
the overbars−d denotes spatial filtered value. This is an open
question that has not been investigated extensively for turbu-
lent nonpremixed flames. However, it is noted that several
studies have examined this in the context of turbulent pre-
mixed flames.24–26 In a recent work of Zhou and
Mahalingam,27 a combustion model based on this FSD con-
cept was developed and implemented in a two-dimensional
(2D) LES of turbulent nonpremixed combustion. In this
model, the filtered reaction ratev̄a of speciesa is estimated

as the product of the consumption rate per unit surface area

ma and the filtered FSDS̄ as

v̄asx,td = maS̄sx,td. s1d

The filtered FSD is modeled as the product of the conditional
filtered gradient of mixture fraction and the filtered probabil-
ity density function. With validation provided by DNS data,
the calculated LES results showed that the proposed FSD
model provides a good description of the filtered reaction
rate.

This work extends the preliminary analysis of Zhou and
Mahalingam27 on a FSD based turbulent combustion model
to an extensivea priori and a posteriori assessment in a
larger computational domain. A detailed basis for the model
is developed. Following this discussion, the performance of
the proposed FSD models is assessed by a 2D DNS database
where a laminar diffusion flame interacts with a decaying
homogeneous and isotropic turbulent flow field. A 3D LES
computation based on FSD models is conducted by utilizing
a parallel computing system. For the long-term purpose of
developing a physically based predictive capability for wild-
land fire spread, turbulent nonpremixed combustion between
wood pyrolysis gas and air is investigated. In an intense
wildfire, fuel supply to largely gaseous flames is mainly a
result of pyrolysis of cellulose present in vegetation. Gaseous
fuel released from high temperature pyrolysis of ground fuel
is a complex and highly variable mixture, which includes
four main gases: carbon monoxidesCOd, hydrogensH2d,
methanesCH4d, and carbon dioxidesCO2d.28 Although a de-
tailed reaction mechanism to accurately describe the com-
plex chemistry is possible, the computational costs are ex-
ceptionally expensive and not practical. Therefore a recently
derived reduced four-step chemical kinetic scheme is used to
model the chemical reaction of wood pyrolysis gas.29 In Sec.
II, the governing equations and models implemented for
various terms arising in a LES are described. The filtered
FSD-based model and associated submodels are described in
detail in Sec. III. Section IV is dedicated to the description of
the numerical methods applied in DNS and LES of turbulent
nonpremixed flame. Results of filtered FSD and reaction rate
obtained from 2D and 3D computations are presented in Sec.
V where the proposed FSD-based model is assessed.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Here we consider a compressible turbulent reactive flow
involving Ns species. The Navier–Stokes equations in stan-
dard Cartesian tensor form are
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where r, uj, p, Ya, and et are the density, velocity vector,
pressure, mass fraction of speciesa, and total specific en-
ergy, respectively. The symbolsxi andt denote position vec-
tor and time. The total specific energy is given by

et = e+ 1
2ukuk, s6d

where e=oa=1
Ns Yaha−p/r and ha=hf,a

0 +eT0

T cp,asT8ddT8 with
ha denoting the enthalpy of speciesa, include the enthalpy
of formation and the temperature-dependent sensible en-
thalpy. The viscous stress tensorti j and heat flux vectorqj

are given by
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, s8d

respectively, wherem, l, andDa denote the mixture dynamic
viscosity, thermal conductivity, and species diffusivity. An
ideal gas is assumed and the equation of state isp=rRT,
where R=R0oa=1

Ns Ya /Wa, R0 is the universal gas constant,
andWa is the molecular weight of speciesa.

Large eddy simulation involves use of the spatial filter-
ing operation,

f̄sx,td =E
−`

`

fsx8,tdGsx8 − xddx8, s9d

where Gsxd is the filter function. Considering the variable
density case, the filtered quantity is density weighted,

kfsx,tdlF = rf/r̄, s10d

where kflF denotes the Favre filtered variable andf9= f
−kflF denotes the fluctuation from the Favre filtered value.
Filtering the governing equations, we obtain
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where ketlF=kelF+ 1
2kuklFkuklF and k= 1

2r̄kukuklF

− 1
2r̄kuklFkuklF. The filtered ideal gas equation of state is

p̄=rRT= r̄kRlFkTlF.
The molecular viscous and diffusive fluxes in the mo-

mentum, species, and energy equations need special treat-
ment. Using low Reynolds number DNS data of isotropic
turbulence at several Mach numbers, it was found that the
subgrid scale contribution arising from the nonlinearities in
the molecular viscous and diffusive fluxes are small when
compared to convective turbulent subgrid-scale terms given
by the above equations.30 These contributions and thek term
in Eq. (14) were omitted in the present preliminary investi-
gation.

The filtered molecular viscosity is assumed to be a func-
tion of the filtered temperature following a power law, where
again the subgrid scale fluctuations of the temperature are
neglected,31

kmlF < m0skTlF/T0d0.6756. s15d

A constant Prandtl number Pr=0.7 is used in thermal con-
ductivity. However, different molecular Schmidt numbers
were assumed for species,

Sca =
kmlF

r̄kDa,NlF

. s16d

The filtered mean specific heat at the constant pressure is
assumed to be a function of the filtered temperature and fil-
tered species mass fraction, where the subgrid scale fluctua-
tions of the temperature and species are neglected,

kcplF = o
a=1

Ns

kYalFcp,askTlFd. s17d

The following unresolved subgrid scale convective
fluxes of momentum, species, and energy:

si j = r̄kuiujlF − r̄kuilFkujlF, s18d

Mj
a = r̄kujYalF − r̄kujlFkYalF, s19d

Kj = 1
2r̄kukukujlF − 1

2r̄kuklFkuklFkujlF, s20d

Qj < r̄kcplFskTujlF − kTlFkujlFd, s21d

need to be modeled. We make use of currently available
closures, which are well established in turbulent flows.32 The
subgrid stress can be modeled using a variable density form
of the Smagorinsky model as

si j = − 2CRD2r̄ÎPskSijlF − 1
3kSkklFdi jd + 2

3CID
2r̄Pdi j ,

s22d

where

kSijlF =
1

2
S ] kuilF

] xj
+

] kujlF

] xi
D and P = kSkllFkSkllF.

s23d

The variableD is the filter width, and the corresponding
subgrid eddy viscosity is
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mt = CRD2r̄ÎP. s24d

The numerical values ofCR and CI depend on howD2 is
defined. In the work of Ragab and Sheen,D2 is defined as
D2=ssDxd2+sDyd2+sDzd2d /3, CR=0.05 and CI =0.01.32 A
similar model is used for the closure of the subgrid scalar
mass flux,

Mj
a = − Gt

] kfalF

] xj
, s25d

whereGt=mt /Sct, and Sct is the subgrid Schmidt number and
is assumed to be a constant. The temperature-velocity corre-
lation terms are modeled by a gradient-transport model,

Qj = −
kcplFmt

Prt

] kTlF

] xj
, s26d

where Prt is the subgrid scale Prandtl number. The convec-
tive transfer of subgrid scale kinetic energy is approximated
as

Kj = si jkujlF. s27d

The modeling of the filtered reaction rate termv̄a in Eq. (13)
for LES of nonpremixed turbulent flame is the subject of the
flame surface density based turbulent combustion approach
as described in the following section.

III. FLAME SURFACE DENSITY BASED TURBULENT
COMBUSTION MODEL

The major stumbling block for introducing LES to react-
ing flow problems is the proper modeling of the reaction
source terms. The focus of this paper is to use the FSD
concept to model reaction source terms via Eq.(1). In order
to better understand the rationale for this model, consider a
one-dimensional diffusion flame configuration as depicted in
Fig. 1 which is calculated using OPPDIF code for wood
pyrolysis gas and air.33 The filtered reaction rate is given by

v̄asx,td =E
0

L

vasx8,tdGsx − x8ddx8 =
1

L
E

0

L

vasx8,tddx8,

s28d

where the filter functionG is of the form

Gsx − x8d = 51

L
ux8 − xu ø

L

2

0 otherwise,

s29d

whereL, assumed larger than flame thickness, is the length
scale over which the averaging is carried out.

Under the flamelet assumption, the diffusion flame is
located near the stoichiometric isolevel of mixture fraction
Zst. Since the flame front in diffusion flames corresponds to a
particular isolevel of the passive scalar, an exact expression
for the instantaneous FSD arises from the general definition
of the surface density ofZst isolevel,21–23

Ssx,td = u=Zsx,tdudfZst − Zsx,tdg, s30d

whered is the Dirac delta function, and the filtered FSD is
determined by

S̄sx,td =E
0

L

u=Zsx8,tdudfZst − Zsx8,tdgGsx8 − xddx8. s31d

Based on the property ofd for small DZ,

E
Zst−DZ/2

Zst+DZ/2

dsZst − ZddZ= 1, s32d

then using an approximation ofdsZst−Zd<1/DZ, a simple
numerical estimate for filtered FSD[Eq. (31)] can be ex-
pressed as

S̄sx,td < o
i=1

n
DZ

Dx8

1

DZ

1

L
Dx8 =

1

L
, s33d

wheren is the number of discrete, uniformly spaced sample
points. The flamelet consumption rate obtained from a one-
dimensional unstrained diffusion flame has the form23

ma =E
0

1

vasx8,td/sx/2Dd1/2dZ, s34d

wherex=2D u=Zu2. From the above definition, the consump-
tion rate for one-dimensional case can be approximated as

ma < E
0

L

v̇asx8,tddx8. s35d

From Eqs. (33) and (35), we have maS̄sx8 ,td
=s1/Lde0

Lvasx8 ,tddx8=v̄asx,td. For a simple one-
dimensional laminar diffusion flame, this is consistent with
the proposed model of filtered reaction rate given in Eq.(1).

For LES of turbulent nonpremixed flame, because of the

effect of turbulent mixing, both of the termsS̄ andma need
to be modeled separately. This is the topic of the present

FIG. 1. The mass fractions of fuel(a mixture of three reactants: CH4, CO,
and H2) and oxidizersO2d, and the reaction rate profile of CH4 in a 1D
laminar diffusion flame, which is also used as the initial condition by DNS
and LES computation.
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work. At first a simple model developed forS̄ is illustrated in
Sec. III A, and then two models forma are proposed and
analyzed in Sec. III B.

A. Model for the filtered FSD

The transport equation for filtered FSDS̄ can be ob-
tained by filtering the exact transport equation of the instan-
taneousS proposed by Van Kalmthout and Veynante.23 How-
ever, this equation needs closure models for several terms
corresponding to tangential strain rate acting on the flame
surface, a term combining molecular diffusion and curvature
effects, and a flux term through the isolevels ofZ. This may

make the approach of utilizing the transport equation forS̄
difficult. As pointed out by Vervischet al.,22 there are simi-
larities between the FSD and PDF. Here we propose to use
PDF to model FSD. Application of the filtering operation to
the exact definition of the FSD yields

S̄sx,td = u=Zsx,tdustPLsZst;x,td, s36d

whereu=Zsx,tdust is defined by Colucciet al.15 as the condi-
tional filtered value of the passive scalar gradient along the
isosurfaceZsx,td=Zst. Pope34 introduced the concept of fil-
tered density function(FDF) that is essentially the PDF of
SGS scalar variables. For that,PL is defined as

PLsZst;x,td =E
−`

`

dfZst − Zsx8,tdgGsx8 − xddx8. s37d

With the condition of a positive filter kernel, PL has all the
properties of the PDF. It implies that the filtered FSD can be
calculated from conditional filtered gradient and FDF.

The FDF can be obtained by solving the transport equa-
tion proposed by Colucciet al.15 but this equation needs
other closure hypotheses and can significantly increase the
computational cost. For the purpose of the application of
FSD approach in the current LES, a less expensive solution
is to presume this FDF according to its two first moments

(Z̄ andZ2) and theb function,10

PLsZ;x,td =
Za−1s1 − Zdb−1

Bsa,bd
, s38d

where

a = Z̄F Z̄s1 − Z̄d
Zv

2 − 1G, b =
a

Z̄
− a, Zv

2 = Z2 − Z̄2. s39d

The quantityBsa,bd is theb function and Zv
2 is the subgrid

scale variance ofZ evaluated using a scale similarity
model,10

Zv
2 = Z2 − Z̄2 = CfsZ̄2W − Z̄2d, s40d

where the overbar→ corresponds to the test filter with a size
wider than the size of the mesh. The scale similarity constant
Cf was determined from the DNS data.

B. Model for the flamelet consumption rate

A model for the flamelet consumption ratema was pro-
posed previously as27

ma = masx̄std. s41d

Then there remains the problem of modeling the conditional
filtered scalar dissipation ratex̄st and the conditional filtered

mixture fraction gradient u=Zsx,tdust. The functional
dependence ofx on Z applicable to a laminar counterflow
diffusion flame is given as10

x = x0 exp„− 2ferfc−1s2Zdg 2
… = x0FsZd, s42d

wherex0 is the local peak ofx within the diffusion layer, and
erfc−1 is the inverse error function. Cooket al.10 assume that
the same dependence ofx̄Z on Z as in Eq.(42) is valid. The
conditional filtered scalar dissipation ratex̄Z is related to that
at a fixed value, sayZst, by

x̄Z = x̄st
FsZd
FsZstd

. s43d

Then with the presumed FDFPLsZd being known, the uncon-
ditional filtered average can be written as

x̄ =E
0

1

x̄ZPLsZddZ=x̄stE
0

1 FsZd
FsZstd

PLsZddZ. s44d

Therefore the conditional filtered scalar dissipation ratex̄st

can be expressed as

x̄st =
x̄FsZstd

E
0

1

FsZdPLsZddZ

. s45d

Using the model proposed by de Bruyn Kopset al.,11 the
unconditional filtered averagex̄ can be modeled as

x̄ = 2S m̄

r̄Sc
+

mt

r̄Sct
Du=Z̄u2, s46d

where the subscriptt denotes the subgrid value of viscositym
and Schmidt number Sc.

The gradient magnitudeu=Zu is also the function of Z.
Following the same method forx, a model for the condi-
tional filtered gradientu=Zsx,tdust was developed. Analogous
to Eq. (42), the functional dependence ofu=Zu on Z can be
expressed as

u=Zu = u=Zu0 exps− ferfc−1s2Zdg2d = u=Zu0HsZd. s47d

Following the assumption of Cooket al.10 we obtain

u=ZuZ = u=Zust
HsZd
HsZstd

, s48d

u=Zust =
u=ZuHsZstd

E
0

1

HsZdPLsZddZ

. s49d

Here the unconditional filtered gradientu=Zu can be approxi-
mated through the unconditional filtered scalar dissipation
rate x̄ as
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u=Zu = sx̄/2D̄d0.5, s50d

whereD̄ is the filtered species diffusion coefficient.
A library of flamelet consumption ratemasxstd was con-

structed by calculating a counterflow strained laminar flame
using OPPDIF code33 under various strain rates. In order to
computema, xst is parametrized byx̄st, andmasx̄std takes the
value ofmasxstd in the flamelet library. This procedure could
lead to errors. The main reason is that the parameterxst

considered in flamelet library is not an averaged value, un-
like the parametrized valuex̄st.

Rather than pursuing this procedure, in the present study
a simpler approach to model the flamelet consumption rate is
proposed as

ma = masx̄d. s51d

In this model, the unconditional average valuex̄ is consid-
ered. Therefore, instead of parametrizingx by x̄st, the uncon-
ditional average valuex̄ is used. Following this approach, a
library of masx̄d for variousx̄ is constructed, in whichx̄ is
determined by

x̄ =

E
0

L

xdx

L
, s52d

whereL is the filter size in the LES. It is worth noting that
this model avoids the need for closure of the conditional
average scalar dissipation rate, through which an error could
be introduced. The effect of this model[Eq. (51)] will be
compared against the previous model[Eq. (41)] in Sec. V.

IV. NUMERICAL APPROACH

The chemistry is modeled by a recently developed four-
step reduced mechanism that describes the oxidization pro-
cess of gaseous fuel released from high temperature pyroly-
sis of wood occurred in wildland fire. The model involved as
reacting species CO, H2, and CH4, the products H2O and
CO2, and the radical H as intermediate species. The mass
fractions of the pyrolysis fuel gas chosen in this paper are
YCO=0.35,YH2

=0.042,YCH4
=0.066, andYCO2

=0.542, repre-
sentative of the composition of high temperature pyrolysis of
Aspen wood.28 The mixture fraction for the pyrolysis gas
mixture is defined as a linear combination of elemental mass
fractions of carbon C, hydrogen H, and nitrogen N atoms,35

Z =

yC − yC,O

nCWC
+

yH − yH,O

nHWH
+ 2

yN,O − yN

nNWN

yC,F − yC,O

nCWC
+

yH,F − yH,O

nHWH
+ 2

yN,O − yN,F

nNWN

, s53d

where coefficientsnC, nH, andnN denote the elemental num-
bers of C, H, and N in the global one-step reaction, theW’s
denote the appropriate atomic weights, and the second sub-
scriptO andF denote the initially unmixed oxidizer and fuel
states, respectively. With this definition of mixture fraction,
the peak temperature is very close to stoichiometric over a
range of pyrolysis gas composition. The stoichiometric mix-

ture fraction for the chosen pyrolysis gas composition burn-
ing with air is Zst=0.226.

An initially strained, one-dimensional laminar diffusion
flame, between pyrolysis gas mixture and air, computed us-
ing OPPDIF code,33 is used for the reaction zone initializa-
tion (Fig. 1). Once the strain is removed, the solution is
evolved until the weak initial disturbance acoustic waves exit
the domain. At this stage, the only velocity is that induced by
the flame. The reaction zone thickness is defined as the dis-
tance over which the reaction rate changes from 10% of its
peak value back to this same value. Periodic boundary con-
ditions along the lateral boundaries and nonreflecting bound-
ary conditions at the other two boundaries are implemented.
A schematic representation of the computational domain and
initial contours of temperature are given in Fig. 2.

An initial turbulent flow field is also illustrated in Fig. 2
by plotting velocity vectors. This homogeneous turbulence
field is initialized in the computational domain after the ini-
tial disturbance acoustic waves exit the domain. The turbu-
lent velocity field is generated according to the turbulent
kinetic energy spectrum function

Eskd = C0
urms

2

k0
S k

k0
D4

expF− 2S k

k0
D2G , s54d

wherek is the wave number, andC0 is a constant. The wave
numberk0 corresponds to the maximumEskd which relates
to the most energetic eddies. The turbulence field is super-
imposed on the laminar field. The initial turbulent Reynolds
number Rel t=utl t /n=197 is introduced whereut is the initial
turbulent velocity,l t is the initial integral length scale, andn
is the kinematic viscosity. The initial eddy turnover timete
= l t /ut is 0.00422 s.

A compressible DNS code36 originally developed for
combustion of perfect gases with constant specific heats was
modified to accurately treat mixture gases having variable
thermodynamic properties with complex chemistry. The gov-

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of initial temperature and turbulent flow
field with given boundary conditions.
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erning equations[Eqs.(2)–(5)] are numerically integrated in
time using a third-order Runge–Kutta scheme. Spatial de-
rivatives are discretized using a sixth-order accurate compact
finite difference scheme on a uniform mesh.37 Boundary con-
ditions are specified using a recently developed method,38

which is the modified version of the Navier–Stokes charac-
teristic boundary condition.39,40 For the present LES compu-
tation, same numerical methods were utilized to solve the
governing equations[Eqs. (11)–(14)] with the subgrid scale
models.

A two-dimensional square computational domain with
2.032.0 cm is considered for DNS. The parallel computa-
tion was conducted based on a parallel method developed
and used for DNS of turbulent stratified shear flow.41 The
two-dimensional problem ofN data points is distributed
equally in they-coordinate direction. Derivatives are com-
puted locally in parallel. The derivatives with respect tox
can be evaluated without communication, whereas commu-
nication between processors is required to evaluate the de-
rivatives with respect toy. Therefore a parallel matrix trans-
pose algorithm is implemented to computey derivatives
locally, and in parallel. The communication that is required is
achieved by using message passing interface. For DNS, a
two-dimensional computational grid points of 5123512 are
distributed equally over eight processors. Each processor
then executes a computation on 512364 grid points. The
parallel computations are performed on the UCR-Institute of
Geophysics and Planetary Physics(IGPP) Beowulf computer
Lupin.

The LES computation with FSD model is conducted on
grids coarser than that in DNS. For 2D nonpremixed flame,
the LES resolution is 65365 grid points in a same compu-
tational domain with DNS. The LES computation is initiated
from a same condition with DNS. Because of reduced grid
points, 2D LES can be computed using a serial computer.
For 3D case, the computational domain is 2.032.0
32.0 cm with a resolution of 64364364 grid points, where
z denotes the spanwise direction. The initial values of the
mass fractions of reactants and temperature at each of the
spanwise points in 3D are identical to those in 2D. A 3D
homogeneous turbulence field is initialized in the computa-
tional domain to model the effect of turbulence on a plain
laminar diffusion flame surface. The 3D LES is conducted
using a parallel computation with eight processors. Each pro-
cessor executes a computation on 6436438 grid points.

From phenomenological considerations, the FSD may
also be defined as the flame surface areadA comprised in a
volumedV as23

dA =E
dV

S dV. s55d

This method is useful to estimate the FSD from DNS data. In
a two-dimensional configuration, it involves calculation of
the flame lengthdl comprised in a mesh of areaDxDy.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using the filtering operation to DNS data, ana priori
and a posteriori validation of a proposed subgrid turbulent

combustion model based on FSD concept was conducted and
is described in the following sections. At first, the filtered
value from DNS data is used to demonstrate the effective-
ness of filtered FSD model[Eq. (36)] computed from the
conditional filtered gradient of mixture fraction and the fil-
tered probability density function. Next the other part of the
FSD reactive model, viz., the flamelet consumption ratema

is examined. Finallya posteriorivalidation is conducted by
presenting the results of 2D and 3D LES of nonpremixed
turbulent flame using the FSD models developed in this pa-
per.

A. Filtered flame surface density

A physical space tophat filterGsxd with a filter sizeD f

larger than the DNS computational mesh sizeDx (along thex
direction) is used to filter DNS data. WithD f =8Dx, the 512
3512 grid over the square domain in the DNS is reduced to
65365. Figure 3(a) shows instantaneous FSD contours of

S̄dsx,td computed by filtering the DNS data att=0.23te,
where te is the initial eddy turnover time. With time evolu-
tion, the initially planar laminar flame(see Fig. 2) is
stretched and distorted by the turbulence. The total flame
surface area is increased. Figure 3(b) shows the predicted

contoursS̄msx,td, obtained via the model equation[Eq. (36)]
using the filtered variables. In general, the FSD contours
obtained from the model agree well with that from DNS
data. The modeled FSD contours look thicker and smoother
than that filtered from DNS. The maximum predicted value

of S̄msx,td is about 3500 m−1, which is smaller than
4050 m−1 obtained from DNS. As shown in the following
analysis, however, the total flame areas between both are
almost same. As the flame front is distorted by the turbulent

motions, Fig. 3 shows that the value ofS̄dsx,td and S̄msx,td
change in regions where the flame front is curved. This re-
flects the effect of turbulence on the flame surface area.

Corresponding to Fig. 3, Fig. 4 shows the time evolution

FIG. 3. Comparison of contours of filtered FSD:(a) filtered from DNS data;
(b) calculated from the model Eq.(36), at time t=0.23te and filter sizeD f

=8Dx.
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of FSD and the effect of the filter size on FSD. At timet

=0.55 te and filter sizeD f =16Dx, the contours ofS̄dsx,td are
more distorted by turbulent motion[see Fig. 4(a)]. Because
FSD is computed with a larger filter size, the thickness of
FSD contours is increased and the maximum value is re-
duced to about 2010 m−1. Figure 4(b) shows the predicted

contours ofS̄msx,td at the same time and filter size. The

maximum value ofS̄msx,td is about 1830 m−1. Overall, the
comparison is very good, showing that the time evolution of
the FSD is predicted quite accurately by the model.

Further validation of the modeled FSDS̄msx,td is carried
out by examining quantitatively the computed(via DNS) and
predicted(via model) FSD. At the same condition as with
Fig. 4 (t=0.55te andD f =16Dx), Fig. 5 shows a scatter plot of

the instantaneous filtered FSDS̄msx,td versus the exact FSD

S̄dsx,td filtered from DNS. In general, the magnitudes of
actual and modeled FSD agree well. For the value of FSD
larger than 1000, the modeled FSD is a little smaller than the
actual one, and the opposite case appears in the region where
the value of FSD is smaller than 1000. This explains why the
modeled FSD contours shown in Figs. 3 and 4 look a little
thicker and smoother, and the maximum value is lower. In
fact, the thickness of the modeled FSD contours is mainly
controlled by FDF because it gives the probability density of

flame surface with the conditionZ̄sx,td=Zst. FDF also re-
flects the effect of filter size and turbulent motion on the
FSD.

Finally, the integrated FSDJ, obtained by integrating
across the flame along thex direction

J =
1

L
E

L

S̄sx8,tddx8, s56d

is plotted in Fig. 6 as a function ofy location. HereL is the
domain size inx. Integrated FSD is a measure of the mean
flame surface density at each horizontal section correspond-

ing to y location, which describes the flame wrinkling and
increase in flame surface area due to turbulence. Correspond-
ing to Figs. 3 and 4, the quantitiesJd andJm are obtained
from the DNS and the model, respectively, at different time
and filter size. Figure 6 illustrates the comparison between
Jd and Jm. It is evident that the magnitudes of actual and
modeled integrated FSD agree very well. As seen from Figs.
3 and 4, the flame wrinkling exists mainly in the region of
0.004,y,0.015 m. This leads to a high value ofJ appear-
ing in this region. With time evolution from 0.23te to 0.55te,

FIG. 4. Comparison of contours of filtered FSD:(a) filtered from DNS data;
(b) calculated from the model Eq.(36), at time t=0.55te and filter sizeD f

=16Dx.

FIG. 5. Scatter plots of instantaneous filtered FSD calculated from FSD
model vs the exact FSD filtered from DNS att=0.55te andD f =16Dx.

FIG. 6. Comparison of integrated FSD obtained from FSD model and from
DNS data, plotted vsy location att=0.23te andD f =8Dx, and t=0.55te and
D f =16Dx, respectively.
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the value ofJ increases rapidly. It indicates the increase of
total flame area due to the distortion of turbulent motion. At
other region, because the flame surface is not influenced
strongly by turbulent motion, the value ofJ remains almost
a constant with time evolution. Because two filter sizes are
used, it also means that integrated FSD is uninfluenced by
filter size.

In general, the good agreement between the modeled

FSD S̄msx,td, and the exact FSDS̄dsx,td, suggests that the
proposed model given by Eq.(36) is quite satisfactory. For
the purpose of LES of nonpremixed turbulent flame, it is
important to investigate the applicability of FSD concept to
model the filtered reaction rate as reported in the following
section.

B. Filtered reaction rate

The attractiveness of the FSD approach is that it de-
couples the complex chemical problem from the description
of the turbulence combustion interaction by considering the

flamelet consumption ratema and the filtered FSDS̄, respec-
tively. We now investigate this for filtered reaction rate. The
effects of two proposed models for flamelet consumption rate
masx̄std [Eq. (41)] and masx̄d [Eq. (51)] are also analyzed,
where the former is referred to as modelA and the latter as
modelB.

The flamelet consumption ratema of speciesa is esti-
mated from a standard one-dimensional opposed laminar dif-
fusion flame of pyrolysis fuel gas and air. The filtered FSD

S̄sx,td is estimated from Eq.(36). For reactant CH4, Fig. 7
shows a scatter plot of the instantaneous reaction rates,

mCH4
sx̄stdS̄ (model A) and mCH4

sx̄dS̄ (model B) calculated
from FSD model, versus the exact onev̄CH4

obtained from
DNS data. The time ist=0.55te and the filter size isD f

=32Dx. Similarly, a scatter plot of instantaneous reaction rate
of product H2O is illustrated in Fig. 8 to compare with DNS
data. Although the reaction rate of H2O is more scattered, in
general, the agreement between the exact and the modeled is
reasonable and satisfactory. This demonstrates the applicabil-
ity of FSD model in estimating the filtered reaction rate of
reactants and products occurred in turbulent nonpremixed
flame.

To compare the effect of modelA and modelB corre-
sponding to the flamelet consumption rate, an error analysis
is conducted by computing

«r =Fo1

N
srmodel− rDNSd2

o1

N
srDNSd2 G1/2

, s57d

which is the root mean square(rms) of errors normalized by
the rms of the DNS values.42 The errors«r from the models
considered herein are 0.35(modelA) and 0.31(modelB) for
reactant CH4, and 0.77(model A) and 0.65(model B) for
product H2O. Because modelB avoids the closure of the
conditional average scalar dissipation rate, through which an
error could be introduced, this error analysis shows better
performance of modelB over modelA. For different filter
size and other species, similar results can be obtained.

Further validation of the modeled reaction rate is carried
out by examining the integrated values that are obtained by
integrating across the flame along thex direction as con-
ducted in Eq.(56). Figure 9 shows the integrated reaction
rates of H2O obtained from DNS and FSD model(modelsA
and B), respectively, plotted versusy location. It is evident
that modelB provides a better agreement with the DNS data
for integrated reaction rate.

In addition, another assessment is conducted in which
the effects of SGS fluctuations in the filtered reaction rate are

FIG. 7. Comparison of scatter plots of filtered reaction rate of CH4:

mCH4
sx̄stdS̄ (model A) and mCH4

sx̄dS̄ (model B) from FSD model vs the
exact onev̄CH4

from DNS, att=0.55te andD f =32Dx.

FIG. 8. Comparison of scatter plots of filtered reaction rate of H2O:

mH2Osx̄stdS̄ (model A) and mH2Osx̄dS̄ (model B) from FSD model vs the
exact onev̄H2O from DNS, att=0.55te andD f =32Dx.
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ignored. It means the filtered reaction rate is calculated di-
rectly as v̄asFd=vaff̄sx,tdg without any subgrid reaction
model, wheref stands for scalar vectors. For product H2O,
Fig. 10 shows a scatter plot of the instantaneous reaction

rates, mH2Osx̄dS̄ (FSD model) and vH2Off̄sx,tdg (without
FSD model), versus the exact onev̄H2O obtained from DNS
data. The time ist=0.55 te and the filter size isD f =16 Dx. It
is evident that the neglect of SGS effect results in significant
over prediction of the reaction rate of H2O. This will lead to

a higher production of H2O. It suggests that the proposed
FSD model provides a better description for the filtered re-
action rate.

C. 2D LES computation

Using the same initial condition with DNS, a 2D LES
computation with FSD model is conducted on a course grid,
65365. Because the rates of energy production and species
consumption in LES are greatly controlled by the combus-
tion model, the LES results of calculated temperature and
H2O mass fraction are illustrated to assess the effect of FSD
model. Figures 11(a) and 11(b) display a well-developed
state of instantaneous contours of temperature and velocity
vectors, obtained from DNS and LES, respectively, at time
t=0.55te. With time evolution, the initially planar laminar
flame illustrated by temperature profiles is stretched and dis-
torted by the turbulence. In general, the temperature contours
obtained from LES agree well with that from DNS. On the
other hand, the turbulent intensity is considerably reduced by

FIG. 9. Comparison of the integrated reaction rates of H2O obtained from
DNS and FSD model(modelA andB) plotted vsy location.

FIG. 10. Comparison of a scatter plot of the instantaneous reaction rates,

mH2Osx̄dS̄ (with FSD model) andvH2Off̄sx,tdg (without FSD mode), vs the
exact onev̄H2O obtained from DNS data, att=0.55te andD f =16Dx.

FIG. 11. Comparison of contours of instantaneous temperature and velocity
vectors:(a) calculated from DNS;(b) calculated from 2D LES with the FSD
model at timet=0.55te.
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the enhanced viscous dissipation in the high temperature
flame region. The velocity vectors shown in Fig. 11 illustrate
the magnitude and direction of velocity in the computational
domain. It shows a flow relaminarization occurs along the
flame and the vorticity is weakened both due to an increase
in kinematic viscosity with temperature and volumetric ex-
pansion. The velocity field calculated by LES is less smooth
than DNS because a relatively coarse mesh size is utilized.

Figure 12 provides a quantitative comparison of tem-
perature and mass fraction of H2O obtained from DNS and
from LES by using the proposed FSD model. The peak value
of temperature computed by LES is a little lower than the
prediction from DNS and the high temperature is concen-

trated in the region close toZ̄=Zst. This is expected since the
FSD approach assumes that the total reaction and heat re-
lease process occur in the thin flamelet region. The mass
fractions of H2O computed by LES agree well with that of
DNS. In general, the temperature and species mass fractions
computed by LES with the FSD model agree well with the
prediction from DNS data.

D. 3D LES computation

The time evolution of a plane laminar diffusion flame
interacting with a 3D homogeneous and isotropic turbulent
flow field is presented by a 3D LES computation in which
the FSD-based turbulent combustion model is implemented.
Because there is no 3D DNS data available at the present
time, the applicability of the proposed FSD model to 3D LES
computation is illustrated but not comparatively assessed.

Figure 13 shows the instantaneous 3D contours of FSD
computed at timet=0.3te. With time evolution, the initially
2D planar laminar flame is stretched and distorted by a 3D
turbulent flow. It displays a wave of peak and valley along
the flame surface. This is more close to a real turbulent
flame.

Figure 14 illustrates the temperature contours and veloc-
ity vectors at three interfaces alongz direction. The velocity
vectors illustrate the magnitude and direction of the 3D tur-
bulent flow. In general, the temperature contours and magni-
tudes calculated from 3D LES are comparable with 2D LES
calculations.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

It is demonstrated that the combustion model based on
the flame surface density(FSD) concept provides a powerful
method for large eddy simulation(LES) of turbulent nonpre-

FIG. 12. Comparison of temperature and mass fraction of H2O calculated
from DNS (squares) and from 2D LES(triangles) with the FSD model at
time t=0.55te.

FIG. 13. The instantaneous 3D contours of FSD computed from LES with
the FSD model at timet=0.3te.

FIG. 14. The temperature contours and velocity vectors at three interfaces
alongz direction calculated from the 3D LES with the FSD model, at time
t=0.3te.
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mixed flame of wood pyrolysis gas and air. This method
utilizes the advantage of FSD models that the complex
chemical problem can be decoupled from the description of
the turbulence combustion interaction. Model assessment is
conducted througha priori and a posteriori analysis based
on data from DNS of an initially unstrained laminar diffusion
flame of wood pyrolysis gas evolving in a decaying isotropic
and homogeneous turbulence.

For LES, although an exact equation for the filtered FSD
may be derived, modeling of unclosed terms that arise is
difficult. An alternate approach is developed in this paper in
which the filtered FSD is modeled as a product of the gradi-
ent of mixture fraction and the filtered probability density
function. This concept is validated from DNS data using spa-
tial filtering operation. Results show that the proposed FSD
model provides a good description for the filtered flame sur-
face density. Using the flame surface density concept, the
filtered reaction rate of species is modeled as the product of

the flamelet consumption ratema and the filtered FSDS̄. It is
found that complex chemistry can be used in the FSD ap-
proach with an acceptable accuracy.

Two models(A andB) for flamelet consumption ratema

are proposed to consider the effect of filtered scalar dissipa-
tion rate. The analysis on the flamelet consumption rate in-
dicates that the accuracy of FSD model can be improved by
improving model ofma, in which (modelB) ma is only con-
trolled by the scalar dissipation rate but avoids the closure of
the conditional average value. This assumption needs more
analysis and over a range of conditions. In the future, a three-
dimensional LES of turbulent nonpremixed flame of wood
pyrolysis gas over a larger physical domain coupled with
FSD model will be developed and applied in a real fire prob-
lem.
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